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Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
cultures
teaching implications of, 81–85
see also culture
Aboriginal spiritualities, 140
activities planning
in creative teaching, 112–15
advertisements, 161
ancestors, and history, 34
Arab Spring, 100
artefacts, 165, 166
historical, 28–33
assessment preparation, in creative teaching,
114, 115–22
diagnostic, formative or summative
assessment, 120–1
dilemmas, 117–18
evaluation, 120–1
forms of assessment, 118–20
assimilation, 78
asylum seekers
as resources, 168
attitudes, 131
Biamee, 142
‘black arm-band history’, 22
Bloom’s Taxonomy, 8, 9, 112
blue sky thinking, 124
British Commonwealth. see Commonwealth
of Nations
British Empire. see Commonwealth of
Nations
Buddhism
religious teachings, 144
Bully (movie), 176
business studies, in civics and citizenship
education, 66–9
capital, scarcity of, 68
celebratory history, 22
Census at School, 153
Christianity, 146
religious teachings, 144
citizens, levels of, 59
citizenship education, 56–71
classroom activities, 63–6
classroom texts and resources, 73
defined, 58
economics and education studies, 66–9
further thinking, 70–1

operation of, 58–66
skills and content, 62
teaching ideas, 69–71
thinking activities, 61–3
civic realities, 59
civics education, 56–71
classroom activities, 63–6
classroom texts and resources, 73
defined, 58
economics and business studies, 66–9
further thinking, 70–1
operation of, 58–66
skills and content, 62
teaching ideas, 69–71
thinking activities, 61–3
classroom activities and resources, 103–4
classrooms and the world, 174–5
cognitive alignment, 110
collaboration and co-operative
learning, 11
collective memory, 101
common good, 71
Commonwealth of Nations, 97
communication
effects on globalisation, 96–7
competence, intercultural, 77
compulsory news sharing, 155
concept maps, 113, 114, 120
conflict
effects on globalisation, 100
see also terrorism
consequence charts, 135, 136
controversial issues, dealing with, 156–7
conventional stage of moral development,
134
counter-memory, 101
creative teaching, 110
approaches, 110
assessment preparation in, 114, 115–22
geography, 122–9
journey metaphor for, 110
outcomes, devising, 111–12
planning activities and choosing materials/
resources, 112–15
criterion-based assessment, 112
critical history, 22
critical literacy approach, 29
critical thinking
defined, 138
values, 137–9
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crowded curriculum, 7
crowdedness
effects on globalisation, 99
cultural hegemony, 99
culture
defined, 75–6
effects on globalisation, 98–9
iceberg of, 77–8
operation of, 76–7
see also Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander cultures
culture of right answers, 7
curly questions, 112
curriculum, 15
described, 4–5
purpose of, 5
de Bono’s Thinking Hats, 112
device-mediated resources, 151
diagnostic assessment, 120–1
Difference differently website, 153
dilemmas, assessment, 117–18
direct instruction method, 112
Discovering Democracy kit, 114
discussion-based approach, to
environmental issue, 46
Dreaming, and Aboriginal peoples, 142
ecologically sustainable development, 41
economics
effects on globalization, 96
economics study, in civics and citizenship
education, 66–9
education, 6–8
intercultural, 74–90
perspectives education, 8–9
purpose of, 4
values. see values education
educational philosophy, 5–6
electricity consumption lesson, 122–9
electronic texts, 151
employment, scarcity of, 68
end-point. see outcome-based teaching
entrepreneurship, scarcity of, 68
environmental education, geography and,
40–2
environmental thinking activities for teachers
and students, 45–7
eponyms, thinking activity, 35
ethical behaviour, 132, 133
evaluation of assessment, 121–2
exam questions, anticipation of, 120

exclusion, 78
expanding horizons approach, to history
study, 23
eyewitness accounts, 20
family stories, 35
festivals, religious, 143
field trips, 166–7
five-step process for sustainability
action, 44
focus question, 111
formative assessment, 120–1
forms of assessment, 118–20
Freedom Rides (Australia), 100
freedoms and responsibilities, 175
games
news-related, 159
Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences, 112
geography, 39
creative teaching, 122–9
curriculum, 45
and environmental education, 40–2
environmental thinking activities, 45–7
geographic language and conventions,
48–50
literature, comments on, 40
mapping, 47–8
numeracy in sustainability education, 51–3
summary, 47
sustainability activities, 50–1
and sustainability education, 42–5
GetUp! (Australia), 100
global citizens, 97
defined, 156
global education, 102–5
Global Education Australia (GEA), 102
global village, 93
globalisation, 92–5
causes and effects of, 95–102
communication and media, 96–7
conflict, 100
culture, 98–9
people power, 100
politics and power, 97–8
sustainability, 100
technology, 95
trade and economics, 96
transport, 95–6
defined, 94–5
Gonski Report, 15
‘good news’ story, 157
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good teaching, characteristics, 14–15
Google Earth, 54
graphicacy, 163–4
Greenpeace, 97
guessing games
news-related, 159
hegemony, 99
Heinz’s Dilemma, 134
Hinduism
religious teachings, 144
historical fiction, 24
history studies, 20
activity example, 20
artefacts, 28–33
definition of, 21–4
historical investigation and source (evidence)
analysis and interpretation, 24–6
history artefacts, 25
literature, comments on, 20–1
Ps of history, 26–8
reading activity, 37
teaching challenges, 23
thinking exercises, 33–6
history through names activity, 35
history unit, 114–15
holy days, 143
hypothetical situations, dealing with, 158

key question, 111
Kidspiration, 166
Killing Fields, 4
King Midas story, 5
knowledge development
media, 153–5
Kony 2012, 100
KWL charts, 9
labour, scarcity of, 68
language
effects on globalisation, 99
Le@rning Federation, 153
Lent, 143
‘lifting their reasoning’, 8–9
Likert scale, 122
line graphs, 163
literacy
using news and media for, 160–1
literacy and numeracy skills, 7
literature, 162–6
LOTE, 85–8
language exercise, 87–8
lower-order learning, 112, 120

iceberg of culture, 77–8
immigrants
as resources, 168
incidental literacy texts, 168
incursions, 167–8
inductive learning, 10
Information and Communication Technology,
151–3
advantages and disadvantages, 152–3
inquiry. see inductive learning
integration, 78
intercultural competence, 77
intercultural education, 74–90
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders,
81–5
intercultural understanding, defined, 75
interviewing historical figures, 34
Islam, 146
religious teachings, 144

magazine quiz, 161, 162
mapping, 47–8
materials
choosing, in creative teaching, 112–15
media, 7, 150
current issues, dealing with, 153
effects on globalisation, 96–7
popular culture, 162–6
site visits, 166–8
stimulus material, types of, 151–62
text, evaluation of, 151
megatrends, 59
Melbourne Declaration, 12
memory
collective, 101
counter-memory, 101
mnemonics, 82
moral development
stages of, 134
movies, 162–6
multiculturalism, 78–80
typology of, 80
Multiple Intelligences, 9

jihad, 145
Judaism, 146
religious teachings, 144

natural disasters, 157
human responses to, 157
natural environment, elements, 42
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natural resources, scarcity of, 68
neo-colonialism, 99
news program, 154–5
news time, 156
non-government international organisations
(NGOs), 97
norm-referenced assessment, 111
NSW History Syllabus, 20
NSW Quality Teaching Model, 170
numeracy, in sustainability education, 51–3

primary sources, historical, 24
problem-based learning, 11–12
service learning, 12
project learning, 11–12
service learning, 12
proof, as historic episode elements, 26
Ps of history, 26–8
purposes, as historic episode elements, 26

Occupy! movement, 100
online resources, 151–3
optional news sharing, 155
outcome-based teaching, 111–12

racism, 79
Raksha Bandhan, 143
Ramadan, 143
Red Cross, 97
religion
effects on globalisation, 99
religions, study of, 139–42
Aboriginal spiritualities, 140
reporting, 119
resources
choosing, in creative teaching, 112–15
retrieval chart, 123, 126, 127
of world religions data, 141
reverse referendum, 115
in media, 158–9
role play
in media, 158

Paper Clips (movie), 171
parallels, as historic episode elements, 27
pedagogical credo, 170–1
people power, effects on globalisation, 100
people, as historic episode elements, 26
perspectives education, 8–9, 139, 151
collaboration and co-operative learning, 11
contributions from other subject areas,
9–10
inductive learning, 10
problem-based (or project) learning,
11–12
systemic or systems thinking, 10–11
perspectives, as historic episode elements, 26
photographs, 165
pictograms, 163, 164
picture books, 136
places, as historic episode elements, 26
Pleasantville (movie), 173
plus, minus, interesting (PMI), 8
Pol Pot, 4
politics
effects on globalisation, 97–8
popular culture, 162–6
portfolio assessment, 120
post-conventional stage of moral
development, 134
power
effects on globalisation, 97–8
precedents, as historic episode elements, 26
pre-conventional stage of moral
development, 134
predictions, as historic episode elements, 27
predict-observe-explain approach, 9
pre-LOTE, 85–8

questioning, 6

sacred sites, 142
satire, 80
scarcity, 68
Scootle, 153
screenplays
for advertisements, 161
secondary sources, historical, 24
secret rakhi, 143
service learning, 12
Shari’a Law, 146
Sikhism
religious teachings, 144
silent apartheid, 78
site visits, 166–8
incursions, 167–8
Six Thinking Hats, 8
snap question, 124
social imaginary, 94
socio-environmental systems, 42
socio-environmental teaching, 13–14
songlines, 142
songs, 162–6
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stewardship, 41
stimulus material
media, 151
summative assessment, 120–1
sustainability
effects on globalization, 100
sustainability education, 42–5
curriculum, 43
numeracy in, 51–3
resources management, 43
school grounds management, 43
symbols
and religions, 140
systemic or systems thinking,
10–11
talk-and-chalk methods, 112
Tea Party (USA), 100
teaching activities, history related,
see history studies
teachings, religious, 143–5
technology
effects on globalisation, 95
terrorism
effects on globalisation, 100
see also conflict
testing preoccupation with, 6
texts, 150
evaluation of, 151
types/genres in media, 160–1
texts, religious, 143–5
Thanksgiving, 146
think, pair, share approach, 9
thinking exercises, 33–6

thinking ideas, for teacher, 16–17
thoughtful disobedience, 174
time capsule activities, 33
trade
effects on globalisation, 96
transformative learning, 138
transport
effects on globalisation, 95–6
understanding, 6, 9
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 136,
176
US National Geographic Society, 44
values, 131
classroom activities, 143–7
critical thinking, 137–9
definitions of, 131
perspectives education, 139
religions, study of, 139–42
resources, 147, 147–8
values education, 132–7
challenges, 133–4
Values for Australian Schools
(VfAS), 102
visuals
using in teaching, 163–6
welfare, scarcity of, 68
‘white blindfold history’, 22
Wikipedia, 153
worksheets, in field trips, 167
Yom Kippur, 143
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